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The University of Nottingham Asian Film Festival ran from 21-25 February 2001. A
collaborative event organised by staff and postgraduate students in the Institute of Film
Studies, the Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, and the Institute of Contemporary Chinese
Studies, the festival brought to the university and local community a large selection of Asian
and Asian American movies. This special film review section of Scope provides analysis of
over a score of the titles screened during the course of those five days. The contributors are
drawn from a wide range of academic disciplines and from both inside and outside the
University of Nottingham.

At first glance, the choice of these particular titles from amidst the wealth of Asian cinema
now available for viewing and research may strike one as somewhat arbitrary. To a certain
extent, this observation is correct. Given the vagaries of access which in part determine the
range and shape of any film festival, choices regarding what to include and what to exclude
reflect the interests and judgement of those responsible for selection and programming. In the
case of our own organising committee, these cohered around two beliefs. On one hand, given
our broadly educational if not academic remit, we felt it best to aspire to show a diversity of
films suggestive of the sheer energy and inventiveness of Asian cinema -- from the
contemporary (Across a Gold Prairie) to the historical (A Page of Madness), and from
distinct national industries (Cambodia, China, India, Korea) to representations of Asia
produced from outside the region itself (The Indian Tomb). It is therefore useful to bear in
mind the umbrella labels under which these films were screened: Colonialism and
Nationalism in Southeast Asia, Contemporary Korean Cinema, Exploring Orientalism, Japan:
Men on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, 1990s Taiwan Cinema, and Women in Chinese
Cinema. However, while these categories proved convenient for purposes of exhibition and
discussion, contributors to this section have been free to pursue whatever themes and issues
they find of interest in and around the individual titles they write about.

A second intention of the festival was to act as an exhibition "window" for films which have
had little, if any, prior screening life in the United Kingdom. In this sense, as well as
providing fresh perspectives on some familiar titles, this special section also provides a first
point of contact with important films many readers are unlikely to be familiar with, such as
the powerful South Korean documentary, Dandelion, and Murmur of Youth, Tropical Fish,
and other examples of 1990s Taiwan popular cinema. Indeed, the sheer diversity of films
reviewed here suggests something of Scope's own project; namely, to be inclusive rather than
exclusive, to publish material on as wide a range of subjects and from as broad a range of
intellectual perspectives as possible.

This special edition is prefaced by an appropriately expansive paper by David Desser on the
subject of the Pan-Asian Youth Film. We are grateful to Professor Desser for allowing us to
publish this substantial new work in its current form, as well as to him and the other
contributors for their support and effort. However, it has not been possible to include



everything. A second selection of reviews of titles shown during the festival - this time on the
subject of Asian American Independent Filmmaking - will appear in a future issue.


